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The termite might be an unlikely
symbol of the commonwealth
relationship between Puerto Rico and
the U.S., but for Charles JuhaszAlvarado—a sculptor who lives in San
Juan—the insect has become a kind
of idol. At Exit Art, where the artist
has his first solo show in New York,
the wood-munchers are numerous:
Several of them, four feet tall and
with spiky mandibles, greet you at
the door. An even larger winged
version hangs from the ceiling, and,
nearby, the bugs' dome-like nest
becomes an afro for the goddess
Daphne. "I started working with the
termites because I realized they were
my absolute enemy," says Alvarado,
whose favorite material is cedar. But
research led him to learn that the
bug, prevalent in the Caribbean,
requires symbiosis with a microorganism in order to survive. "They
need this thing," he explains, "to
come into their bellies and live there,
and live there forever"—an analogy
(even if a little obscure) that he saw
as representing Puerto Rico's
dependence on the U.S.
Much of Alvarado's work deals with
the island's status as a powerless
51st state (all its voteless
Congressional representative can do,
the artist says, "is kiss ass") and the
people's nagging itch for
independence. The termites at the
door hold microphones and bongo
drums, tools of a political rally.
Elsewhere, Alvarado has constructed
a full-scale replica of a Brinks truck,
an installation that represents the
robbery of a Connecticut Wells Fargo
depot in 1983 by Los Macheteros, a
Puerto Rican separatist group. As
Alvarado tells it, several members
later gave away toys to children on
Three Kings Day (the Epiphany in
Puerto Rico) and were arrested on
the spot. Spinning off the facts, the
artist serves ice cream from his
truck, handing out spoons stamped
with significant dates in the history of
Puerto Rico's pro-independence
movements.
Influenced by his studies of
architecture and by a year spent with
Ursula von Rydingsvard, sculptor of
gargantuan abstractions, Alvarado
works big. His giant foosball table
once filled an entire room (part of it
appears in the gallery), and his shoeshine box—also on display here—is a
20-foot shack, like something out of
Alice in Wonderland. Packed into
these installations are jumbles of
engineering, history, wordplay,
performance art, and loose
associations that sometimes occur to
Alvarado only as he carves their
parts: "Someone once told me, 'You
should stop working and think more.'
But craft-making is a part of my
thought process." His winged termite
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He does mammals, too: Alvarado with equine pal.
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Alvarado's oversized masses of
material and ideas originate most
importantly, he says, from an
impulse to compensate for the
marginalization of his country into
narrow stereotypes. "The idea people
have of Puerto Rico is very reduced,"
he says. "It's a ghetto, it's a fantasy
island—something so small—and not
a place for great writers, scientists."
Though politics and identity dominate
his work, Alvarado steers clear of
dogma, often delivering his messages
with deadpan humor—exemplified in the shoe-shine sculpture and accompanying
performance, perhaps his signature work. It's based on an experience that the
artist, 42, had as a child during a brief time his family lived in the Dominican
Republic, a country Alvarado remembers as being "very raw . . . the real
Caribbean." One day, a good friend—a Dominican boy the same age—asked if he
could shine Alvarado's shoes. "Suddenly," Alvarado says, "I was open to a different
reality: the rich and the poor, the educated and the uneducated"—the inequalities,
he's quick to point out, of colonialism. Playing off the memory, Alvarado performs as
a shoe-shiner himself, a character who achieves, with his specially designed box
(duplicated in the large version), a kind of equality: The customer's shoe activates a
pedal that, in turn, moves a feathery ball up and down to brush the shoe-shiner's
crotch. "I'm not just a servant," says this cheeky artist, proudly Puerto Rican. "I'm
being served as well."
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